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Sanus aims at the owners of the biggest TVs with a pair extra-large mounting solutions-- the
Full-Motion and Tilting Premium Wall Mounts, designed for the robust and secure mounting of
large and heavy TVs.

  

  

The VXF730-B2 Extra-Large Full-Motion mount is ideal for TVs from 46- to 96-inch and VESA
patterns from 200 x 200 to 600 x 400. It features a dual-arm design with integrated cable
management, and holds TVs weighting up to 79.38kg. A slim 6cm profile complements
super-thin TVs, and the mount extends out by up to 76cm, giving enough room to swivel the TV
in different angles.

      

FluidMotion technology ensures customers to easily move the TV to different positions, while
Virtual Axis technology allows tilting with just the press of a fingertip. Once the user finds the
optimal viewing angle Stead Set technology holds the TV firmly in place.
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For even bigger TVs, the VXT7-B2 supports TVs from 40- to 110-inch with VESA patterns from
200 x 200 through to 600 x 400. It withstands weights up to 136kg, and features an adjustable
design with an open wall plate for mounting over wall boxes and electrical outlets, simplifying
cable management.

  

To access cables, users need to tilt the TV by 10-degrees upwards. Such tilting also allows the
safe and easy removal of the TV from the mount, with Virtual Axis allowing one to tilt the TV by
up to 7-degrees downwards with little effort. Installation involves a 3-step method complete with
an audible click for the final step, ensuring peace of mind when connecting the TV to the mount.

  

Both mounts are available now in European markets.

  

Go Sanus TV Mounts
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https://www.sanus.com/en_BM/products/mounts/

